In this paper the electrodynamics of a spin-one particleantiparticle is developed using a (1, 0) 0 (0, 1) six-component wave function. Anomalous magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole effects are included. The wave equation is manifestly covariant and has no auxiliary conditions. The invariant integral for the system is derived and the nonrelativistic limit is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Recently Joos , 1 Weinberg, 2 and Weaver, Hammer and Good' have developed new descriptions of a free particle with spin s = 0, l/2, 1, . . . . These descriptions are of interest because they are closely analogous to the Dirac theory for a spin-l/2 particle and they permit many of the well-known discussions for the spin-l/2 theory to be extended to apply uniformly to particles of arbitrary spin. Joos' and Weinberg' gave their description in a manifestly covariant form.
Covariantly defined matrices as developed by Barut, Muzinich, and Williams4 appear as the generalization of the Dirac yP matrices. Weaver, Hammer, and n Good' gave their description in Hamiltonian form and found an algorithm for generalizing the Dirac Hamiltonian 2 l p + pm to any spin. The wave functions N in these two approaches are identical for odd-half-integral spin and are equivalent, in the sense of being related by an operator that has an inverse, for integral spin.
In any case the wave function forms the basis for the (s, o) 9 (0, s) representation of the Lorentz group. Also the wave function corresponds to the momentum-space wave function used by Pursey' in his treatment of free particles with spin.
In later works most of the properties of the free-particle theory have been worked out. Sankaranarayanan and Good' studied the spin-l case in detail and Shay, Song, and Good7 the spin-3/2 case. Sankaranarayanan and Good gave general discussions of the polarization operators6 and the position operators. 8 The density matrices for describing orientational properties were set up by Sankaranarayanang and by Shay, Song, and Good. 7 Mathews lo and Williams, Draayer, and Weber 11 obtained definite formulas for the Hamiltonian for any spin.
The descriptions have been applied so far only to free particles and a question is how to include effects of an external electromagnetic field. In view of the -2-success in treating all these properties of the free particle uniformly for all spins, one might hope that electromagnetic interactions could also be introduced for any spin. The problem becomes more and more complicated as the spin increases, since a particle of spin s can have anomalous electric and magnetic multipole moments up to the 2 2s order.
The purpose of this paper is to give the theory of a spin-l particle, described by a (1, 0) 0 (0, 1) wave function, interacting with an external electromagnetic field, and having arbitrary magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments.
This new formulation turns out to be worthwhile because it permits a complete treatment of the system (some aspects involving the anomalous quadrupole moment were not covered before). The results apply exclusively to spin one and have not so far suggested a generalization to higher spins.
The spin-l particle in an external field was originally studied by Proca 12
and Kemmer l3 using a lo-component wave function. 
-6-Here C is the charge-conjugation matrix defined by where C, is a unitary matrix such that csg= -E*c .
S
The C matrix has the property CYij c-l = y?: ,
In consequence of Eqs. (6) and (7a) every Greek subscript is a vector index in the same sense as in Dirac's theory and Eq. (1) is evidently covariant.
For the space reflection Xf = -xi, t' = t
Equations (6) and (7) 
where again A is y44 and satisfies Eqs. (7). By explicit calculation, using Aa andF QP to be pseudo, one verifies that Eq. (1) is covariant.
The charge conjugate wave function is defined by fjF = (cl))* 0 (14) It satisfies an equation the same as Eq. (1) 
is conserved, aJr'"'/axcy = 0 .
Here the brackets in a factor like --tQ)
indicate that the ? P acts only on the
is a Lorentz four-vector so the integral of J4 over space is a time-independent Lorentz scalar. The invariant integral is therefore defined by
-(eq/6m2) q(') (aF PV /ax ) y P 6,w,P4 $@) . 
-9-
The factor is chosen to give the right nonrelativistic limit, as discussed below.
As in the Dirac theory, the anomalous magnetic moment term does not influence the invariant integral formula. The integral is not positive definite.
For the time-rate-of-change of matrix elements of any operator T, one finds
where W is the operator inside the square brackets on the left in Eq. (1). This applies in general, even when the fields and T are time dependent. Equation (22) can be easily derived by operating on the equation
from the left with $('), on Eq. (16) from the right with (-Tfi) and adding; the terms on the left can be rearranged into i times the divergence of a current Jo built from q(Q) and T ,@). From Eq. (22) it is seen that matrix elements of a symmetry operation of the system are time independent. The point is that if T is a symmetry operation and $(n) satisfies the equations of motion then T @(n) also is a solution.
Then W fi@) and WT $(n) are both zero and the right-hand-side of Eq. (22) is zero.
V. NONRELATIVISTIC LIMIT
As was first emphasized by Foldy and Wouthuysen in the spin one-half case, the nonrelativistic approximation corresponds to an expansion on m-l, The calculation leads to
+ i( r4/m) (g -2/mj2( l+p) -(g *z/m) (n4hQ2( 11-P) + (r4/m)2(g -z/m) (1-p) + (4/3) (2 l z/m)3 P -((u-&n)(a2/m2)tl+P) + (~2/m2)(g-~hn)(l-P) + (e/m2)(g-~hn)(P+A) E*(@iy,g)
-(e/m2)(p+A) g*(EJ+' iy513)(g*~/m)+i(eq/m3)(s s +s s pk kp -4/3spk) y5 
This can be rearranged into the form (-ir4 -(2m)-' $ fi, = (H-e@ tiL 3 (27) where H is given by H = e$ + ( r2/2m) -(e/4m) ( l+A) 20 B,
+ (e/8m2)(l-k2q)(sisj+s j s i -4/3 sij)(aEj/aXi)
-(e/8m2)(1-A)s-*(x x~-~x~) + (1/6)(e/m2)(1-A)(V*lZ) 9 (28) and where $J is -iA4 .
As a fourth and final step in finding the nonrelativistic limit, the equation is (34) and (35) and the other free-particle spin-one formulations were given.
Just as in the spin-l/2 case, the polarization of the spin-l particle can in principle be followed throughout the interaction. One defines the four-vector polarization operator by TP = (i/12m) E pvpcr y5, vp TIT = t-i/6@ y5 r5 luc+ nc . , (36) This is a gauge-independent notion and it fits in with the scheme of free-particle polarization operators.
6 The fourth component is T4=(i/m)g*a ;
for a particle in an electrostatic field, this is (ip/m) times the helicity operator (s-0 x/p) which is central to the discussion in the next section. The factors of h and c have been reinserted and it has been written in terms of the s-and /3-rather than the y-matrices.
The results are conveniently expressed in terms of the solutions of the freeparticle problem. In this case one considers solutions of the form 
where u,(g) are the solutions of the three-by-three helicity eigenvalue problem normalized so that
In the representation (s. The normalization is such that I = E/mc2 for the free-particle solutions.
The semiclassical approximation is obtained by substituting
into Eq. (37) 
In the following only the particle solutions, E = + 1, are considered; then this is the equation for the classical Hamilton-Jacobi function S. Also only the solutions with definite energy E are found so that s=s-Et ,
where 3 is time-independent. This means that p is Es and is also time-independent.
Suppose the classical problem is solved so that s as a function of 5 and three constants,
- For any particular orbit s(t), since p is c N -2 (E -e$) dxJdt, Eq. (51) is a set of total differential equations
which determine the amplitudes A ~ if they are known at the start.
In the one-dimensional problem, when $ and s depend on a single coordinate, 
These are eigenstates of the helicity sz, as are the exact solutions of the electrostatic one-dimensional problem.
Equation (44) is still appropriate for discussing the normalization, although .
there, p denotes -i A 1 whereas in Eqs. (55) p is given by Eq. (54). To first order in Fi they amount to the same thing and I is E/cp. This is a sensible result since it is inversely proportional to the classical velocity.
The semiclassical approximation is expected to apply when terms marked by higher powers of iEi are smaller than those marked by lower powers. Typically the AI& terms are considered one higher order than p2 in deriving Eqs. (45) (RqYEf /mc Ef 1. The approximation is expected to apply, then, when the above two parameters are small. For example, a deuteron has A= .7, q = 25 and if it moves in laboratory fields, Ef 2 lo4 esu, EEf /Ef z 1 cm -1 , the first parameter is about 10 -17 and the .second about 10 -13 . The approximation would surely apply in that case.
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